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VICTIMLESS CRIMES
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been more representative of a wider crosssection of gay video as then practiced than
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intended to point new directions.
See also Television.
William Olander

VIOLENCE
The relationship between violence and homosexuality, both fundamental to social relations, but with quite
different historical and cultural forms, is a
very complex one. Most of the research
has suffered from a lack of general perspective. The most relevant topics are male
initiation, persecution and social repression of homosexuality, rape, queer-bashing, homosexual murder, internalization
of negative social norms by homosexuals,
the esthetization of cruelty by homosexual artists, and homosexual sadomasochism.
Initiation and Male Rape. The
initiation of youths into adult styles of
masculinity has a long history in which
homosexual behavior, sometimes rape,
plays a prominent role. The anthropologist Gilbert Herdt has documented rituals
of manhood in Melanesiawhere the oral or
anal transmission of semen, and so homosexual behavior, is central. These rituals
are at the same time cruel: the entry into
the world of adult males is a liminal, traumatic experience for the initiates. The
enforced submission seems to enhance
the youngsters' loyalty to adult males and
their affective participation in the latters'
secrets. These initiations are an extreme
form of such rituals, which exist in other
cultures as well. Chinese pirates of the
eighteenth century used anal rape to initiate captives into their new career as outlaws. The hazing and ragging in boarding
schools, in student fraternities, and in
sports are modern survivals of these initiations where violence and homosexual
penetration occasionally occur.
Male rape in jails, especially in
America, seems to be fundamental for the
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prison hierarchy, which wardens often
tolerate because of its functionality in
maintaining order in prison. Donald
Tucker published in Male Rape an insightful essay on his experiences with involuntary homosexual behavior in jails. The sociologists Wayne Wooden and Jay Parker
have written a book on prison sexuality
that has much to say on the same topic.
In the myths of Egypt and the
history of Assyria, and in the armies of
ancient Rome rape of males served as an
official form of punishment. The Turks
raped Greeks and Armenians whom they
captured. During the 1980s the Panamanian authorities used male rape as a form
of punishment for political dissent.
Rape of males "in the community" and by gangs is far more common
than usually supposed, but according to
researchers both the assailant and the
victim are usually heterosexual, and the
motivation scems to be the acting out of
a superior power position on the part of
the aggressor and the humiliation of the
victim.
Murder. A special case of violencewith regard to homosexuality is that
of homosexual lust murderers. It seems
that especially in places and times where
emancipation and discrimination against
homosexuality are much discussed and
youth move freely, cases of homosexual
serial murder happen as expressions of the
strained relations of homosexuals with
heterosexuals: Germany in the twenties
(Haarmann),the United States in the seventies (Corll, Gacy].
Anti-gay Violence. The most
common type of violence homosexual
men and lesbian women encounter is the
violence connected with legal and social
discrimination against homosexuality.
At a very general level, many of them experience psychical and physical violence
when coming out-from their families,
peers, instructors, and colleagues. As the
degree of hostility toward homosexuality
differs strongly according to historic periods and to national, ethnic, and social

